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THE INFILL  SKIPPERGATA 12

Skippergata 12
Area: 969 m2
Program: 
Co-housing, Laundromat 



Semi-privat

Privat

Fellesområder

Sirkulasjon

Offentlig

Fellesområder:
2.etg:  stue 36m2
3. etg (mezzanin): bibliotek 30 m2
4. etg (mezzanin): lekerom 15m2 
5. etg: kjøkken/spisestue 36m2
6. etg (mezzanin): kjøkken/spisestue 
7. etg (mezzanin) kjøkken/spisestue 
8. etg:  Vinterhage og takterasse

PROGRAM

Boenheter :
9  x   23.5 m2   ettromsleiligheter     
1  x   40 m2     toromsleilighet   
3  x   42 m2     toromsleiligheter
1  x   51 m2     toromsleiligheter
3  x   70 m2     treromsleiligheter

Grunnplan:
Kafé og vaskeri  95 m2



TYPICAL FLOORPLAN 
- 4 units

TYPICAL FLOORPLAN
- 2 units

VEGG
20 mm gipsplate
70 mm isolasjon
finerplate 
20 mm luftslisse

GULV
20 mm parkett
40 mm trinnlydsmatte
folie
80 mm pukk
160 mm limtredekker

KONSTRUKSJON

250 mm limtrebjelker
250 mm limtresøyler

-horisontal sound transmission is prevented by 
an 20 mm airgap between cantilevering floorslabs

-vertical sound transmission is prevented by adding 
weight to the slabs



THE SUPERSTRUCTURE
DRONNING MAUDS GATE

Dronning mauds gate 10 and 11 are located in Vika, Oslo, not far from Aker Brygge andNationaltheatret, two of Oslo’s 
largest traffic hubs. Vika is an area containing shops, offices and cultural institutions. In addition to existing cultural facilities 
such as the Oslo Concert Hall, Vika cinema and the Nobel center, there are plans for several new office buildings in the 
area and a new national museum on the Vestbane area, south of the project site.

Dronning Mauds gate 10 and 11 are located on either side of Dronning Mauds gate, which is stretching from 
Rådhusplassen in the east to Ruseløkkveien in the west. Opposite Dronning Mauds gate 10 is Ruseløkka school and 
from Nationaltheatret and Victoria Terrasse, through Ruseløkkveien there has been proposed conversion to a pedestrian 
street in future plans. The area including House of Oslo, just west of Dronning Mauds gate 10, are planned for new office 
buildings with more contact with the ground level than the current situation, and Dronnig Mauds gate 10 and 11 are even 
planned to be restored and extended with three additional floors.

The two portal buildings were built in concrete in the 60’s and originally had seven floors and a recessed floor on top. Lat-
er, the two buildings were extended with a more contrasting steel and glass construction containing offices and technical 
installations. The buildings contain office space, a conference center, commercial at the ground floor and parking in floors 
under Dronning Mauds gate, with entrance from Munkedamsveien. Dronning Mauds gate is lying as a big bridge over 
Munkedamsveien and it is about eight to nine meter level difference between the two streets. 
Dronning Mauds gate 10 and 11 currently have an existing connection between the two in the form of two exterior 
stairways. 

The area has little or no green areas. 

The typical existing plan for Dronning Mauds gate 10 og 11 shows that the floor is divided in traditional individual offices 
along the perimeter to provide adequate lighting conditions for the workplaces, This results in darker corridors in the 
middle of the building. The new proposal transforms the plan and allows freer facades and an open office plan more in line 
with today’s varying working patterns. 

The concept consists of opening up to create a more generous work space with respect to daylight and views to the exte-
rior and to provide functions and qualities that are avalable for all the users of the building. The superstructures consists of 
three floors with open offices directly connected to a conference center with meeting rooms for the entire building. The 
floors are linked together by means of an open space in the middle. Above they have access to a common cafeteria and a 
roof terrace.  
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THE SUPERSTRUCTURE  DRONNING MAUDS GT 10-11 

Elevation towards the fjord, Munkedamsveien
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APPROACH

Dronning Mauds gate 11 og 12
Area: 4500 m2
Program: Office



Illustration Lobby 1.Floor  Dronning Mauds gate 10
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Illustration  3.Floor Dronning Mauds gate 11
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Longitudinal Section, Dronning Mauds gate 11

South Facade Dronning Mauds gate 11
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New proposal with sketch of the new National museum
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THE QUARTER  SØRENGA byggetrinn 1

URBAN QUARTER
SØRENGA

New proposal for urban quarter at Sørenga. 

Sørengkaia 81-119, byggetrinn 1
Area: 14 000 m2
Program: Dwellings, Space for 
commercial use
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Two housing units. Workplace towards Sørengkaia, and a living area towards the courtyard.

GSEducationalVersion

SECTION WALL

238 mm

100 mm cross-laminated timber (CLT)

100 mm insulation

10 mm air gap

100 mm cross-laminated timber

SECTION WALL BEAMS INTERNAL WALLS

BEAMS

390 mm:

14 mm parquet

3 mm acustic foil

13 mm plasterboards

40 mm sound insulation o

100 mm gravel

220 mm CLT slab

215 mm X 495 mm

SLABS

LIGHT WALL , EX. 1

88 mm CLT

Wall placed below beam

LIGHT WALL, EX. 2

88 mm CLT

Wall from o

EXTERIOR WALL (Long brick-facade)

304 mm

+

88 mm CLT non-bearing wall

180 mm thermal insulation (wood )

Membrane

14 mm plywood

8 mm mortar

14 mm brick slips - vertical (500 x 71 x 14)

-

EXTERIOR WALL (Short brick-facade)

304 mm

+

88 mm CLT non-bearing wall

180 mm thermal insulation

Membrane

14 mm plywood

10 mm mortar

14 mm brick slips  (500x71x14, placed 90° on the wall)

-

EXTERIOR WALL (Short brick-facade)

Section through windows.

Open

Fixed

BALKONY CORNER

Horisontal section through lower part of railing, showing the switch of brick-slips facade to

wood panel facade. The transition happens with a sharp edge detail.

Coloum and beam are customized and pre-cut.

520 mm

-

22 mm terrace o

23 x 36 mm battens

36 x 78 counter- battens

70 mm pressure resistant insulation 1:40

200 mm pressure resistant insulation

220 mm  CLT slab

+

487 mm

-

19 mm wood cladding

36 x 36 mm battens

22 x 36 counter- battens

250 mm 

160 mm  CLT

+

ROOF

ROOF TERRACE

Column

Beam

390 mm:

+

14 mm parkett

3 mm acustic foil

13 mm plasterboards

40 mm sound insulation o

100 mm gravel

220 mm CLT o

+

SLABS

Fixed

Open

Shutters

Wood panel

Window pulled out

to the facade

Window pulled in

from facade

Open

Fixed

BALKONY

210 mm

-

22 mm wood terrace

20-50 mm counter-battens

Waterproo

12 mm plywood

20-50 mm battens

88 mm CLT

23 mm battens

15 mm wood panel

-

Structural balcony railings are

anchored to the inner CLT walls.

EXTERIOR WALLS FACING COURTYARD

317 mm

-

15 mm wood panels (15 x 120)

11 mm battens

23 counter-battens

Air proo

180 mm wood 

88 CLT

+

CANTILIVER SLAB

408 mm

+

14 mm parquet

3 mm acustic foil

22 mm chipboard

40 mm sound insulation

100 mm +220 mm thermal insulation

(joist: 100x36 + 220x48)

36 x 23 mm battens

15 x 120 mm wood panel

-
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Apartment overlooking the Akershus Fortress.

The courtyard. View towards Akershus Fortress to the left and Havnelageret to the right.
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Facades towards courtyard

The courtyard. View towards Akershus Fortress to the left and Havnelageret to the right.
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40 mm sound insulation o

100 mm gravel

220 mm CLT slab

215 mm X 495 mm

SLABS

LIGHT WALL , EX. 1

88 mm CLT

Wall placed below beam

LIGHT WALL, EX. 2

88 mm CLT

Wall from o

EXTERIOR WALL (Long brick-facade)

304 mm

+

88 mm CLT non-bearing wall

180 mm thermal insulation (wood )

Membrane

14 mm plywood

8 mm mortar

14 mm brick slips - vertical (500 x 71 x 14)

-

EXTERIOR WALL (Short brick-facade)

304 mm

+

88 mm CLT non-bearing wall

180 mm thermal insulation

Membrane

14 mm plywood

10 mm mortar

14 mm brick slips  (500x71x14, placed 90° on the wall)

-

EXTERIOR WALL (Short brick-facade)

Section through windows.

Open

Fixed

BALKONY CORNER

Horisontal section through lower part of railing, showing the switch of brick-slips facade to

wood panel facade. The transition happens with a sharp edge detail.

Coloum and beam are customized and pre-cut.

520 mm

-

22 mm terrace o

23 x 36 mm battens

36 x 78 counter- battens

70 mm pressure resistant insulation 1:40

200 mm pressure resistant insulation

220 mm  CLT slab

+

487 mm

-

19 mm wood cladding

36 x 36 mm battens

22 x 36 counter- battens

250 mm 

160 mm  CLT

+

ROOF

ROOF TERRACE

Column

Beam

390 mm:

+

14 mm parkett

3 mm acustic foil

13 mm plasterboards

40 mm sound insulation o

100 mm gravel

220 mm CLT o

+

SLABS

Fixed

Open

Shutters

Wood panel

Window pulled out

to the facade

Window pulled in

from facade

Open

Fixed

BALKONY

210 mm

-

22 mm wood terrace

20-50 mm counter-battens

Waterproo

12 mm plywood

20-50 mm battens

88 mm CLT

23 mm battens

15 mm wood panel

-

Structural balcony railings are

anchored to the inner CLT walls.

EXTERIOR WALLS FACING COURTYARD

317 mm

-

15 mm wood panels (15 x 120)

11 mm battens

23 counter-battens

Air proo

180 mm wood 

88 CLT

+

CANTILIVER SLAB

408 mm

+

14 mm parquet

3 mm acustic foil

22 mm chipboard

40 mm sound insulation

100 mm +220 mm thermal insulation

(joist: 100x36 + 220x48)

36 x 23 mm battens

15 x 120 mm wood panel

-

EXTERIOR WALL



NORDRE GATE 20-22          AN ADAPTABLE URBAN TIMBER BUILDING  

Area: 4790 m2
Areal tomt: 1350m2
FAR: 2,95
Program: Library, Office, Dwellings

CONCEPT MODEL
SITUATION ELEVATION TOWARDS NORDRE GATE

SITUATION MODEL SITUATION PLAN



FACADE  TOWARDS  NORDRE  GATE

PRINCIPAL OF LOAD-CARRYING FACADES



cross section showing the flexibility in the facade

longitudinal section showing the free plans

the facade system is applicable 
for different types of situations 

FREE PLANS AND FLEXIBLE FACADES

facadeelements carrying 
both the lower and upper 
slab enables a flexible facade



KONTORPLAN 2. ETASJE

ALTERNATIVE LAYOUT FOR OFFICE 




